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21 Salutes 

 

Peace and blessings Guys…thanks for being us…and to those 

reading this who are simply interested in the “what it is” from our 

perspective, who have heart…this was for you…We were going to 

write a Rap “21 Salutes’, but “Let It deal” and Real Eternal” 

(amongst other tunes) already settles our case…and we’re just 

really fed  up with having to address the same attacks…we need a 

break this week… 

 

 

21 gun salutes was “Peace through music, but no cash for him, cuz 

it’s hood thang”….I’d say more about that, but it (money over my 

head) started attackin’ again, and I can’t always bring light to it 

when I need to live my life now)…Yes, we have to remember that 

all of a sudden a bunch of “White people” started watching, and it 

became a struggle, thus the 21 Gun Salutes…but it’s been 10 years 

since the “Matrix unplugged” happened…now maybe we can 

move forward together…thanks for peacin’ through music and not 

using violence…all respect due to everybody fightin’ through to 

the next moment…just a note to be careful hatin’ on the nice kids 

who had some help growin’ up, because the privileged Kids you 

are raising are having help to…we love them…”not where you’re 

from but where you at”…Our advice is to ease up on the “Runs” 

because we tried to help make peace, but “21 Guns” seemed to 

important…so we go forward in peace through music…4 is real, 

and all the disciplined 9 to 5’s are listening…be 

encouraged…peace 

 

21 salutes is how it played out for us ( the “him” from 21 gun 

salutes), and is about the lessons we learned…”We know Carl” (A 

Car’l help)…means…”we’re not gonna pay you to be another 

Celeb musician that doesn’t understand gratitude for the simple 
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life…”…In 2006, I got a car (a true blessing) , and was able to 

drive to work, and had some help to go study business in 

school…which helped us all learn about Capital preservation, 

Profit maximization, risk management, trade offs in everything, 

Six Sigma, Organizational behavior, Resource optimization, 

Bottom up/Top down…and we are still on our personal quest to 

develop a simple strategy for Supply and Demand short term (intra 

day trading)… 

 

Financial market side note…we will have to save up and study 

our “Supply/Demand” Guru odds enhancers criteria in real 

time….realistically we will have to trade asset classes that are 

during the day (securities) because I/We have to rest at night, and 

pray/meditate/practice/physical therapy/green tea simple life in the 

mornings…(because 4X in our time zone is late at night or early in 

the morning) all the studies are a blessings and it changed the 

course of my (our) life…they (Car’l----Elders) wanted me to work, 

find my way, and I have done just that, found the Word of God, 

and learned to appreciate the small family I have…it’s a lifelong 

journey…God is good. 

 

Who is the “We” I refer to…”We” is my telepathic 

community…it’s where all the Raps related to our story has gotten 

it’s a material from all these years…and would you believe some 

folks turn around and disrespect it..?  WOW! Here goes 

JUSTICE… It’s God’s thang… 

One day at a time… 

 

Thanks to all the friends who continue to look out for us…! 

We’d do the same for you Guys…Happy Holidays… 

 

 

 

Peace Guys…so here’s a few thoughts about the 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 

,26 27, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 36, 38, 39 40 etc…that the 
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Media is always dialoguing/discussing with…it’s peace through 

Art, but let’s hurry up for the kids… 

 

20 = Twiny (twins)…we are doubles…and balance 

eachother…just like in life…all things go to the good…. 

Our story is a multicultural “saved eachother’s lives” lesson… 

(It’s not the Brotha against Brotha division/oblivion/oppression 

nonsense)…yup…2 sides of it…chafe from wheat…good n 

evil…build or destroy…Lord have mercy  yeah, the Cream rises 

to the top…and “cash rules” on the Planet, but without the 

love…there’s no 4…like the scripture from the weddings “without 

love I am a clanging symbol”… 

 

…as it was said “The Cream rises to the top”…so if God loves 

everyone…then it can’t be that $ is the Cream for the Planet, it has 

to be love…! So if that’s the case…how does love 

manifest?…Food, shelter, not captive to needs and wants…honor 

the lower levels that create the markets…yes, that’s 21, 23, 24 

etc… “Twiny – 20” is God’s creation…so our job from here is to  

teach that…respect…and we can move on…. 

 

We get so tired of the Hype pushing the enemy’s message! 

Especially when the story that helped to create the “Cash”, is 

disrespected and forgotten for greed…with a Rap about our story 

there is a responsibility! Nuff said…that’s what we have been 

fighting…we’d say, “yeah” we know 41, 41, 41…yeah, alright 

already” ….Motivate! Cultural Power! Be proud of who you/we 

are we are! Give God the Glory! But don’t oppress me or anyone 

else…that’s the enemy!  

 

When we hear a piece that pushes oppression using something 

related to us or the “God miracle” that created an entire Rap game 

content segment for folks to have material….we respond 

with…”what a bunch of Snobs”…and “Lord rebuke that”….Jude 

1:9 (Archangel Michael is to have said it…and it works)…we go 
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by the “word” basics and not the literals or “legalism”/dogmas of 

our faith…the scripture helped us fight back the haters big time…it 

gets all the credit…for that matter….God gets all the credit…that’s 

why we are all about the Word…a real “witnessed by all 

testimony” …tested into a testimony, and we are just tired of the 

same test, same enemy, expecting us to give it the time of 

day…WERE GONE FISHIN’  Yeah, “He done’…even back 

when we woke up…or woke me up…etc…we are united…thank 

God!!!! This ain’t an audition, but we did the innocent until proven 

guilty bit for JUSTICE sake…We could have ended it with a 

phone call or check in the mail…so they wanna say it’s all 

cash…fine…eat it…peace! Love wins…  

 

Unity…What comes around goes around…engaging the hate is 

very distracting (sometimes necessary) but mostly a waste of 

energy because the enemy will just laugh and cause another fuss 

somewhere else…keep your peace…we take turns pushing the 

enemy back…it’s gonna be o.k. Guys…we got em’ 

 

We watched the oppressor take Hiphop from under everybody’s 

noses and say it’s “all about” greed and zero sum games (winner 

takes all)…God’s word was love, and God is perfect, Justice in the 

long term, so the Beast won’t win in the end….so we hope that 

folks will listen to those who influenced me (at least, because 

that’s where I learned about the “B thang”)  

 

Isn’t the winner takes all what created the oppresion in the first 

place? Music of the people, and for the people, not just the “lucky 

few”…The people’s music to teach all markets and 

industries…we’ll “Let’s do it Dog!”  “Ding ding dong…!” 

Thanks K for believing all these years…You are a light in the 

storm…God bless you and family…you helped us Big time 

Brethren…peace… 
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They can take a cup of JUSTICE from here forward…we need to 

try to just be as comfortable as possible as we survive this phase of 

the Satellite “knowing’ because it’s the variable that effects our 

comfort every moment…especially if our team won’t let them get 

away without an apology to the people, and “less oppressive” 

actions…Justice is 4 to us…JUSTICE for all…God’s word teaches 

gratitude and discipline...we don’t make our own rules…no matter 

our skin…21…1love… 

 

 

 

 

 

1…onelove…..   3 = love   (we are love, respect, discipline) 

4 = discipline, success (manifestations $) (we’ll see 41 a lot or 40 

from certain Sprite’s that means they are claiming to be the 

winners by being efficient and profit maximizers at all cost) 

Don’t forget the Children…they need us…so “Can it!” Thanks. 

 

We say, 21…all the way to 40 and all the numbers that God 

created, because it’s “All love”…and it has to be, God’s Word… 

 

1
st
 John 4:16 “When we love, God abides in us” 

 

 

 

Our peace keeping mission has always won this battle, though they 

keep trying to get me “faceless” (24/7 telepathic), by comparing 

me to my Twin from another Mother Earth, and trying to hang 

money over Our/My head…The “Oppressor bit” is real old…We 

said “he done, and we’ll fly those heads” many years ago…so 

what’s with the Brotha against Brotha bit to this day…probably the 

lie about the message of love just playing itself out, so that 

JUSTICE can squash the enemy to bits…./ Justice is a 

multicultural mission people, that transcends the skin, and there is 
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along history of this battle that goes back to many persecution 

stories and divisions (like how there are so many different religions 

from Abraham, and yet the same basic Abrahamic Faith of One 

God)…so we envision a huuuuge TV screen in the sky that will 

have to teach everyone the origin of Faith in many languages, and 

the ways that we can carry on as humans…the saying “absolute 

power corrupts” needs to kept in mind, or the “Oppressor” will use 

it to capitalize, and there once again is the conflict…Knowledge is 

build or destroy…Love wins… 

 

 

“If I wasn’t nice, I wouldn’t be here…” Thanks for that one 

man..…so don’t expect me or the Gentle souls on our team to be a 

certain way, or sound a certain accent…that would be a front…and 

it ain’t about how we look or sound anyway…at the same 

time…let’s honor the gift of how the world has embraced the 

“Sound” of a Rapper’s voice, and be thankful…meanwhile the 

World is moving fast, and all accents are Rapping…that’s a 

gift…1love…respect…we want the Children to grow in love… 

3 + 4 = 7 “A life of balance’ 


